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Video editor free for linux



This article is for all Linux users who are looking for video editing apps to create their own professional videos, which can range from short documentaries to even movies. There's often this misconception that there aren't many quality video editing software for Linux - however, it's not. With the growing popularity of Linux-
based operating systems, open source app developers and companies have no choice but to focus on building software specifically designed for Linux distributions. Accordingly, you can find multiple video editors on the Internet for almost any Linux distribution that you use. The top 10 video editors for Linux Choosing
the perfect video editor can be quite problematic for some, but this is where FOSSLinux comes into play. For your convenience, we've compiled a list of the best video editors for Linux. In this article, we discuss all relevant details, including the pros, cons and main features of each. 1. Kdenlive Kdenlive GUI Hands Down,
Kdenlive is potentially the best video editing software out there right now! What sets it apart from other video editors is the fact that it's free and comes with a bunch of powerful features as well. Built on the libraries of qt and KDE Frameworks, much of Kdenlive's video processing is done by MLT Framework, which relies
on many other open source projects such as FFmpeg, frei0r, movit, ladspa, sox, etc... This video editing software offers customizable layout support, a list of clips, a multi-track timeline, automatic backup, key frames special effects, and transitions. Do you use any unique file format or video camera? Not a problem -
Kdenlive supports almost everything available. It should also be noted Kdenlive supports Mac OSX and FreeBSD as well. Another important feature is editing proxies. This cool feature can automatically create copies of the original low-resolution clips to allow easy editing and then visualize with full resolution. Note:
Because the editor is focused on professionals, it can be difficult for beginners to work. Some basic video editing knowledge is needed to use Kdenlive to the fullest. Kdenlive can be installed on almost any Linux distribution, including Ubuntu, Elementary OS, Fedora, Manjaro, Arch Linux, Linux Mint and others. Visit the
official download page to grab your copy. Download Kdenlive 2. Shotcut Shotcut is another free, open source, and cross-platform video editor. Unlike Kdenlive, novice video editors will be able to get a full experience with Shotcut, as it is quite easy to use. It comes with a wide range including timeline editing, video
transitions and filters, and a multi-track timeline. It supports key frames for filter settings and 3-tone editing. If you quickly need to remove the sound from the video clip, Shotcut gets it done. In addition, you can also edit audio and 4K videos through it. In addition, it supports external monitoring. On the audio front, he he
JACK TRANSPORT synchronization, audio message on all tracks, stereo, mono and support 5.1 surround sounds. Despite all its features, we do not recommend Shotcut for professional purposes, as the software is limited only to the basic editing of the video. Shotcut can be performed on any Linux distribution due to
the availability of the AppImage version. Download Shotcut 3. Lightworks Free Lightworks This Linux video editor is suitable for video editing professionals because the features go beyond the field of novice editors. Award-winning non-linear editing (NLE) software supports 4K, Blu-ray, and even SD and HD video
formats. Along with these features, you'll also find Low-Res Proxy workflows for 4K and drag and drop support. It has a voice behind, and Mackie MIDI support has added recently for Linux users. Lightworks offers the most comprehensive support for analog and digital connections, including 12G, 3G-SDI, Optical audio,
HDMI 2 and AES/EBU connectors. The developers have also added some high-quality video and audio filters and effects aimed at professionals. Unfortunately, this software is not completely free, as it happens in two versions: Lightworks Free and Lightworks Pro. The difference between the two is that the latter supports
different video formats, while the former does not. Lightworks is also available for Windows and Mac OSX. LightWorks is available in DEB and RPM formats. Take it from the links below. Download LightWorks 4. OpenShot OpenShot Video Editor We are pretty sure you won't be able to find a video editor as handy as this
one. If you're new to video editing, OpenShot will probably be the best option for you. Not only is it easy to use, but it also comes with a handful of interesting features. With this editor, users will get a variety of titles and transitions, supporting most video and image formats. You'll also get a fantastic export feature that lets
you export files in a variety of formats. As mentioned earlier, the software meets the requirements of beginners; Experienced users should not be disappointed; It provides support for professional video formats such as 4K. OpenShot has some interesting built-in sound editing features, such as visualizing wave shapes on
a timeline or even visualizing the shape of a wave as part of your video. In addition, it allows you to split the sound from the video clip, and customize each audio channel individually. OpenShot is completely free - and can also be installed directly through your operating system's app store. It's available in AppImage
format, which means you can download and run it on any Linux system. Download OpenShot Video Editor 5. Flowblade Flowblade GUI If you are facing lagging problems with video editing software, we suggest you give Flowblade a try. This video editor was written in Python, making it run faster and smoother than all
other competitors. Just like OpenShot, it's incredibly easy to learn and use this software. Flowblade gives its users features transitions, watermarks, batch visualization and drag support. In addition to this, it also supports various images/audio/video formats. It also supports proxy video editing. As I mentioned, this is an
editing method in which original media clips are presented on a timeline of proxy clips for easy editing. Full video resolution will be used to sum up the project. What makes it pen light on system resources is the dedicated Batch Render Queue app in Flowblade. Batch Render Queue is a separate application for
Flowblade and works on a different process, so you can close Flowblade without affecting current renders. Are you fascinated by Flowblade? Well, it only requires one visit to your distro's app store, which will be installed. Also head over to the official site to upload it. Download Flowblade 6. DaVinci Resolve Free DaVinci
Resolve To date, it is the most professional video editor for Linux available on the market. DaVinci Resolve is a powerful video editor and a widely used film production house throughout Hollywood. It comes with amazing features such as editing, professional post-production audio, and color correction, allowing
professionals to create TV shows and even movies. It's an all-in-one suite that comes packed with multiple editors, which means assistants, colour and VFX artists. In addition, sound engineers can work on the same project at the same time. In addition, it also supports non-linear VFX. DaVinci Resolve is packaged with
full Fusion visuals and motion graphics. The Fusion page gives you a complete 3D workspace with lots of tools for composition, vector paint, key, rotoscopy, text animation, tracking, stabilization, particles and more. Other features include a new LUT browser, general ratings, multiple playheads, Super Scale HD up-
rezzing, stacked timelines, on-screen annotations, subtitles and closed subtitle tools, and more. Due to its professional functions, DaVinci Resolve is not free. You can still try your free version to see if the software is suitable for your video editing needs or not. Download DaVinci Resolve Free 7. Blender Blender Is similar
to Lightworks and DaVinci Resolve, this video editor is designed for expert level users, but the best thing about it is that it's free. However, it focuses more on 3D animation than regular video editing. It is widely used for 3D modeling, VFX, animation, modeling, piping and game creation. On the video editing front, Blender
provides you with filters, transitions, key frames, adjustment layers, speed control, live preview, histogram displays, lum-wave shape and Chrome. In addition, it also provides the ability to mix, sync and scrub audio. All of these extensive features mean that it also comes with a steep learning curve, making it unattractive
to novice video editors. Undoubtedly, this is the best example of an open source free community product. Code. Available in almost all software app stores for free. Download Blender 8. VidCutter VidCutter isn't the whole set of photo editing videos, but I decided to include it to perform only tasks - video cutting and
attaching. When people are looking for a video editor to download, most of the time, it's only for basic purposes. VidCutter should be your go-to software if you only want to cut and combine video clips as the title suggests. Because of its simplicity, almost anyone can use it. You can install it directly through the app store.
It's also available in AppImage format. Download VidCutter 9. LiVES LiVES is a video editing software that is both powerful and user-friendly. This allows for basic cutting, merging, and saving and re-coding clips. In addition, it also comes with a collection of special effects and filters. It offers smooth playback at variable
frame rates, forward and backwards. It supports the frame of accurate cutting and paste inside and between clips. Like most powerful video editors, LiVES can accommodate live firewire cameras and television maps. In the audio editing segment, it can download mp3, vorbis, mod, it, xm, and swing files. Audio can be a
trim suitable for video segments. Supports (auto) insertion of silence and removal of audio sections. If necessary, its functionality can be expanded with RFX plugins. LiVES is relatively new to the community. Thus, it is not available in most Linux distribution stores. You'll have to compile it from the source. Download
LiVES 10. Pitivi Pitivi Video Editor Just like VidCutter, it allows you to do basic editing tasks such as trimming, cutting, snaping, splitting, and mixing videos. For people who are not so well versed in English, the software provides support for several other languages. Before you use it, you should probably read its
documentation, which comes with lots of useful information on how to use this software. In a nutshell, the program provides a hardware accelerated and touch-sensitive user interface. It supports unlimited video/audio track layers, full undo/redo stories, trimming, cutting, mixing sound from multiple simultaneous audio
layers, volume key curves, key sound effects, and more. To give you better performance, Pitivi generates sketches and wave shapes in the background without disrupting your workflow. Pitivi is available in most common Linux software centers. You can download pre-built packages, too, if you want it that way. Download
Pitivi Conclusion Using Linux Doesn't Mean You Don't have high-quality software in your system. Aside from the videos mentioned above by the editors, there are tons of other programs available on the Linux market. Some are targeted at professionals (similar to Lightworks, DaVinci Resolve and Blender), while others
meet the requirements of beginners (similar to Shotcut and VidCutter). In addition, you'll also be able to download and install video editors on your Linux system quickly, as most of them available in the app store. If you think there is video editing software that should have made this list, feel free to comment below. Below.
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